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tolerance, and use of tool-composites
in a progressively challenging foraging problem

Rachel A. Harrison,1,2 Edwin J.C. van Leeuwen,1,3,4 and Andrew Whiten1,5,*

SUMMARY

Behavioral flexibility is a critical ability allowing animals to respond to changes in
their environment. Previous studies have found evidence of inflexibility when
captive chimpanzees are faced with changing task parameters. We provided
two groups of sanctuary-housed chimpanzees with a foraging task in which solu-
tions were restricted over time. Initially, juice could be retrieved from within a
tube by hand or by using tool materials, but effective solutions were then
restricted by narrowing the tube, necessitating the abandonment of previous so-
lutions and adoption of new ones. Chimpanzees responded flexibly, but one
group increased their use of effective techniques to a greater extent than the
other. Tool-composite techniques emerged in both groups, but primarily in the
more flexible group. The more flexible group also showed higher rates of so-
cio-positive behaviors at the task. In conjunction, these findings support the hy-
pothesis that social tolerance may facilitate the emergence and spread of novel
behaviors.

INTRODUCTION

Behavioral flexibility is the ability to alter behavior following environmental feedback and to inhibit previ-

ously successful behaviors. It can allow organisms to adapt their behavior to suit changing or novel envi-

ronments and supports problem solving (Griffin and Guez, 2014; Sol et al., 2002). It is, accordingly, a phe-

nomenon of wide and general significance in understanding behavioral evolution. Behavioral flexibility has,

however, with some justification been argued to be an ill-defined concept (Coppens et al., 2010; Audet and

Lefebvre, 2017). Griffin and Guez (2014) suggested that behavioral flexibility is likely to encompass a range

of abilities, including the ability to inhibit a previously rewarded behavior, to invent novel behavior, and to

perform an existing behavior in a novel context. This analysis would suggest that behavioral flexibility may

include capacities that are commonly described as innovation (defined as inventing novel behavior and

performing existing behavior in a novel context by Kummer and Goodall, 1985) but in addition includes

the ability to inhibit previously rewarded behavior.

Behavioral flexibility has been measured in a variety of ways, and different methods of assessing ‘‘behav-

ioral flexibility’’ may in fact measure distinct cognitive capacities (reviewed by Audet and Lefebvre,

2017). One means of assessing a species’ behavioral flexibility is through measuring the innovation rate

(Sol et al., 2002; Nicolakakis et al., 2003; Sol and Lefebvre, 2000; Lefebvre et al., 1997, 2004) or the number

of behavioral variants in a population (Wright et al., 2010) as proxy measures of flexibility. In experimental

settings, reversal learning paradigms are frequently used, in which animals learn one association between

stimuli, responses, and reward, and then in the test phase, reward contingencies are reversed (e.g., Man-

rique and Call, 2015). The speed at which an animal reverses its response preference in reversal learning

experiments can accordingly be used as a measure of behavioral flexibility (Logan, 2016a), as can the fre-

quency of errors during the test phase (Manrique and Call, 2015). However, some studies have found that

reversal learning and innovation do not co-vary when tested under experimental conditions (Logan, 2016b;

Griffin et al., 2013), suggesting that, although behavioral flexibility may facilitate innovation (Griffin and

Guez, 2014), the relationship between the two may not be direct, and the findings of the latter suggest

that the two abilities should be considered separately. Extractive foraging task paradigms, including

multi-access boxes, are another approach that has been used to assess behavioral flexibility in non-humans

(Auersperg et al., 2011; Lehner et al., 2011; Manrique et al., 2013; Richter et al., 2016; Davis et al., 2016;
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Harrison and Whiten, 2018). In these studies, animals can access food rewards by solving a physical prob-

lem, but once attained, this initial solution is rendered ineffective. Animals are thus challenged to find a

novel solution, or modify the previously successful solution, in order to continue to retrieve rewards.

Multi-access boxes require an animal to act on a new area of the apparatus, with a novel motor action (Auer-

sperg et al., 2012), while some artificial foraging tasks may require the animal to modify a known behavior

while acting upon the same part of the apparatus with similar motor actions (Lehner et al., 2011; Manrique

et al., 2013; Harrison andWhiten, 2018). It is therefore possible that, within this category of extractive prob-

lem-solving tasks, different cognitive processes are being measured.

Such measures appear to call upon some of the abilities described by Griffin and Guez (2014) as compo-

nents of behavioral flexibility, abandoning previously rewarded behaviors and applying novel behavior

in response to novel conditions. Conceptually, there are clear similarities between this approach and

classic reversal learning paradigms: once a rewarding behavior is attained, reward contingencies are

altered such that previously rewarded behavior must be inhibited and novel behavior is displayed in order

to attain a reward. However, Audet and Lefebvre (2017) argue that the direct relationship between cue and

reward in a reversal task and the sudden and repeated changes in a cue’s predictive value that characterize

reversal and set-shifting tasks are not reflected in extractive foraging tasks in captivity or problem solving in

the wild. Therefore, despite the surface-level conceptual similarity between these approaches to

measuring behavioral flexibility, it remains possible that these tasks are measuring different processes.

Behavioral flexibility is thought to be key in supporting the evolution of cumulative culture, which under-

lies the unique complexity that human culture attains (Tomasello et al., 1993; Boyd and Richerson, 2005;

Tennie et al., 2009; Dean et al., 2014). Cumulative culture is the process whereby individuals modify their

socially learned behaviors, and these modifications to the behavior are retained in the population, in a

process sometimes referred to as ‘‘ratcheting,’’ because modifications are retained with minimal loss

or backward slippage (Tomasello, 1994; Tennie et al., 2009). Cumulative culture is distinct from mere cul-

tural change, and from the accumulation of novel behaviors in a population’s behavioral repertoire, in

that it describes a process of repeated modification and transmission of traits, with these cultural traits

increasing in their complexity, efficiency, or adaptiveness (Dean et al., 2014; Mesoudi and Thornton,

2018). This cumulative process allows the development, over time and transmission episodes, of behav-

iors and technologies more complex than any one individual could invent within their lifetime. In a cumu-

lative process, modified and improved behaviors replace previous versions that are already present in a

population’s repertoire, and therefore, cumulative culture necessitates behavioral flexibility both in the

process of innovative modification by some individuals and in the acquisition by others of these behav-

iors. Innovating entirely novel behaviors ‘‘from scratch’’ alone is not sufficient to support cumulative cul-

ture, which instead requires an ability to modify known behaviors (Charbonneau, 2015). Experimental

research in humans has investigated the underlying processes that may facilitate cumulative culture,

such as high-fidelity social learning (Caldwell and Millen, 2009; Derex et al., 2013), innovation (McGuigan

et al., 2017; Miu et al., 2018, 2020), language (Morgan et al., 2015), and prosociality (Dean et al., 2012).

Experimental, ethnographic, and archaeological studies highlight a potential role of demographic factors

such as population size (Powell et al., 2009; Kline and Boyd, 2010; Derex et al., 2013) and connectivity (Hill

et al., 2014; Derex and Boyd, 2016).

Evidence for cumulative culture in non-human animals, however, is extremely limited (Dean et al., 2014),

although potential examples of cumulation have been put forward in chimpanzees (Boesch, 2003; Boesch

et al., 2020), New Caledonian crows (Hunt and Gray, 2003), and Japanese macaques (Schofield et al., 2018).

Behavioral flexibility, along with other components such as innovation (Bandini and Harrison, 2020) and

high-fidelity social learning (Whiten, 2017; Boesch et al., 2020), should be considered and investigated

as potentially limiting factors for cumulative culture in non-humans. When considering behavioral flexibility

in the context of cumulative culture, the use of artificial extractive foraging tasks to assess an animal’s ability

to inhibit previously learned solutions andmodify known behaviors seems a relevant and useful measure, as

it bears a close resemblance tomany types of problems dealt with by culturally transmitted behaviors in the

wild.

In a study using an artificial extractive foraging task paradigm, Manrique et al. (2013) provided all four non-

human great ape species with a puzzle box from which a food reward could be retrieved. The required so-

lution changed over time, such that individuals had to repeatedly innovate in order to solve the task, and
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individuals were tested in isolation. All species, with the exception of orangutans (Pongo abelii) were able

to solve all three stages of the task, setting aside obsolete techniques in order to do so. In other studies,

individuals were given the opportunity to learn successful or more rewarding techniques socially (Yama-

moto et al., 2013; Davis et al., 2016). For example, Davis et al. (2016) found that captive chimpanzees,

trained to use a laborious method to solve an artificial foraging task, were able to switch to a more efficient

method after observing a conspecific demonstrator. Using an artificial liquid-retrieval task in which solu-

tions were restricted over time, Lehner et al. (2011) found that orangutans were capable of flexibly adjusting

their behavior in response to task changes and, in addition, tool-composite techniques (the simultaneous

use of two tools to achieve a single outcome, Shumaker et al., 2011) emerged, which the authors argue were

cumulative combinations of previous techniques.

More generally, results have been mixed regarding chimpanzees’ capacity for behavioral flexibility, with

some studies finding that chimpanzees did not alter their behavior even when persistence with a known

behavior resulted in no reward at all (for example, the ‘‘rattle specialists’’ in Hrubesch et al., 2009) or re-

sulted in receiving a less valuable reward (Marshall-Pescini andWhiten, 2008). Others have found that chim-

panzees are capable of altering their behavior to maximize rewards (e.g., van Leeuwen et al., 2013),

although it has been suggested that this may only occur when their known solution becomes sufficiently

inefficient relative to a novel solution (Davis et al., 2016), when the task in question is both simple and trans-

parent enough to be causally understood (Jacobson and Hopper, 2019), or when their known solution is

relatively simple and did not require significant investment to acquire (Davis et al., 2019).

The existing experimental evidence regarding behavioral flexibility in chimpanzees is thus quite diver-

gent, likely due to differences in experimental paradigms, although we note observations indicating

that individual chimpanzees can and do behave flexibly in certain ways in the wild (for example, an

immigrant female chimpanzee was observed to adjust her choice of tools for nut cracking to match

her new group, Luncz and Boesch, 2014). Further research is therefore required to shed light upon

the situations in which chimpanzees may be able and motivated to abandon known techniques in favor

of novel ones.

The current study investigated chimpanzees’ capacity for behavioral flexibility when experimental condi-

tions required behavioral alteration for the continued gaining of rewards. The use of such a changing, arti-

ficial foraging task to test for flexibility allows discussion of results in the context of the existing literature,

much of which has used this approach (Hrubesch et al., 2009; Lehner et al., 2011; Manrique et al., 2013; Da-

vis et al., 2016; Harrison and Whiten, 2018; Jacobson and Hopper, 2019). In the light of the work reviewed

above, such studies may have significant implications for comparative research on cumulative culture. If

chimpanzees are found to have the ability to behave flexibly under certain conditions, such conditions

might also be those that can promote the emergence of cumulative technology.

Study aims

In the present study, we aimed to expand upon the findings of our previous study with zoo-housed chim-

panzees (Harrison and Whiten, 2018) by providing the same liquid-retrieval task, inspired by that used by

Lehner et al. (2011) with orangutans, to two groups of chimpanzees (‘‘Group 3’’, N = 10, with N = 9 partici-

pating in the current study; ‘‘Group 4,’’ N = 12) housed in the Chimfunshi Wildlife Orphanage (CWO), a

sanctuary in Zambia. In this ‘‘dipping’’ task, individuals could retrieve juice from within a tube using either

their hands or provided tool materials. After 10 h, the width of the tube was narrowed (swapping from an

initial ‘‘Wide Tube’’ phase to a ‘‘Narrow Tube’’ phase, presented for a further 20 h). This restricted the so-

lutions available and necessitated tool use to retrieve the juice. Conducting the study at the CWO offered

the opportunity to include infants, juveniles, and subadults in the sample. As age has been reported as a

factor affecting both the acquisition of tool-based foraging behavior (Matsuzawa, 1994, 2007; Biro et al.,

2006, 2010) and cognitive flexibility in chimpanzees (Manrique and Call, 2015), we anticipated that this

would increase the probability of greater levels of flexibility and innovation. In addition, the CWO offered

the opportunity to test multiple groups housed in identical conditions, allowing us to conduct between-

group comparisons and explore group-level factors, such as social tolerance, a factor previously shown

to differ between the two groups we tested at the CWO (Cronin et al., 2014a), that might underlie perfor-

mance on this type of artificial foraging task. Chimpanzees at the CWO had not participated in any other

tool-use-based experimental task prior to the data collection period of this study. Group 4 had previously

participated in a token-exchange study (van Leeuwen et al., 2013).
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Behavioral flexibility

Chimpanzees were presented with the task in the social environment of their group, providing a naturalistic

context in which they could obtain information about the task and potential solutions both by means of in-

dividual and social learning. This means that individuals were not limited to what they themselves could

invent in terms of task solutions and could also observe solutions used by others. We believe this provides

an ecologically valid measure of behavioral flexibility, as this has been defined in the past as the continued

acquisition of new solutions through either innovation or social learning (Lehner et al., 2011). If chimpan-

zees are capable of responding flexibly to changes in task conditions (as shown by Manrique et al.,

2013), we predicted the individuals in this study would increase their use of techniques that remained effec-

tive, and decrease their use of techniques that had been rendered ineffective, in the face of task restric-

tions. Alternatively, the continued use of ineffective techniques and no increase in the use of

effective techniques by the chimpanzees in this study would lend further evidence to an argument that

chimpanzees are generally relatively behaviorally inflexible. The task is cumulatively challenging in nature,

in that some restrictions required not only a change in behavior from the chimpanzees but also the modi-

fication of known behaviors in order to continue to gain rewards.

Scaffolding toward an effective solution

Based upon their performance in the first two phases of the study (i.e., the Wide Tube phase followed by a

Narrow Tube phase), we provided one group of chimpanzees with scaffolding (providing individuals with

the physical artifacts of tool use to interact with, as chimpanzees are likely to experience in the wild) poten-

tially facilitating a behavior (tool-composite use) previously observed in their group but performed infre-

quently by a very limited number of individuals. The scaffolding was provided only to one group (Group

3), as tool-composite use was already well established in the other group (Group 4) by the end of the Nar-

row Tube phase. Introducing scaffolding increased the (so far) limited number of experimental investiga-

tions into this subject. Although it has been suggested that scaffolding may be a significant route through

which chimpanzees acquire tool use in the wild (Tennie et al., 2009; Fragaszy et al., 2013), studies to date

have not found that it leads to the acquisition of novel behaviors (Gruber et al., 2011; Cardoso and Ottoni,

2016; Harrison and Whiten, 2018). The presence of social information in the current study (owing to some

individuals infrequently performing the target behavior) was predicted to increase the probability of scaf-

folding proving effective, as it could be bolstered by social observation of an individual performing the

behavior. Therefore, the scaffolding in the current study was expected to function in a manner more similar

to the artifacts chimpanzees encounter in the wild, where such artifacts are only part of the social informa-

tion an individual has access to when acquiring a new behavior (Fragaszy et al., 2013).

Social tolerance and behavior at the task

Providing the foraging task in a group context also allowed us to analyze the social behaviors and interac-

tions exhibited by individuals at the task. Social behaviors at the task were measured in order to obtain an

insight into the social tolerance of both groups, and the behaviors measured (aggression, displacement,

co-action, concurrent action, peering, scrounging, and tool transfer; see Transparent methods for defini-

tions) also had the potential to impact directly upon task performance by influencing the likelihood of social

learning and innovation during the task. Social tolerance has been defined as the propensity to ‘‘be in prox-

imity to conspecifics around valuable resources with little or no aggression’’ (Cronin and Sánchez, 2012,

p.4). High social tolerance can facilitate the social learning of foraging behaviors, as it allows for proximity

during foraging (permitting observation of behaviors), reduces the likelihood of antagonistic interactions

(again, permitting uninterrupted observation of behaviors), and allows subordinate animals to retain any

food acquired (Coussi-Korbel and Fragaszy, 1995; van Schaik, 2003). van Schaik (2003) argues that, as

well as facilitating social learning, social tolerance may also promote innovation, with increased opportu-

nities for uninterrupted object manipulation being provided. Previous research on the same groups of

captive chimpanzees studied here (Cronin et al., 2014a; van Leeuwen et al., 2018) has found that the groups

have differing patterns of sociality, with one group (Group 4) appearing more socially tolerant than the

other (Group 3). These studies used social network analyses and experimental measures of co-feeding

tolerance. Our study explores whether apparent differences in the groups’ social tolerance influenced their

social behaviors at and around an artificial foraging task, thus allowing us to assess whether, in proximity to

this valuable resource, either group showed more aggressive or more tolerant behaviors. Social tolerance

could conceivably impact the performance on the current task in a variety of ways. One possibility is that

socially tolerant individuals possess cognitive characteristics that promote behavioral flexibility. Another

possibility is that social tolerance promotes social learning as tolerance allows closer proximity to other
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foraging individuals, providing opportunities for observational learning (van Schaik, 2003), which in this task

could aid individuals in acquiring new task solutions for use in the Narrow Tube phases. Lastly, social toler-

ance may lead to individuals gaining uninterrupted access to the task more easily by making displacement

by others less likely, perhaps facilitating innovation (van Schaik, 2003) by allowing individuals to discover

effective solutions in the Narrow Tube phases.

RESULTS

Behavioral flexibility in the use of Always Effective techniques

Chimpanzees in two sanctuary-housed groups (named Group 3 and Group 4, see Transparent methods for

group composition) were presented with an artificial foraging task (see Figure 1) in which juice could be

retrieved from a tube either by hand or using provisioned tool materials (the Wide tube phase, Figure 1A).

After 10 h of exposure, the tube was replaced with a narrower version, restricting the solutions available

(narrow tube phase, presented for 20 h). Attempts made by individuals were coded as ‘‘Always Effective’’

or ‘‘Initially Effective’’ based upon their efficacy across theWide and Narrow Tube phases, allowing analysis

of whether chimpanzees altered their behavior to respond to the change in task parameters. Techniques

involving the insertion of a hand into the tube were classified as Initially Effective, as while they worked

in the first, Wide Tube, phase, insertion of the hand into the tube was made impossible by the width of

the tube in the Narrow Tube phase. Techniques that did not involve insertion of a hand into the tube

were classified as Always Effective, as they had the potential to be used successfully in both the Wide

and Narrow Tube phases (see Tables 1 and 2). This designation does not assume such techniques neces-

sarily to be efficient or to have particularly high success rates, as techniques classified as Always Effective

could be challenging to perform in terms of manual skill (e.g. stick push and retrieve techniques) and thus

have a relatively low success rate (although success would still be higher than the Initially Effective tech-

niques that were generally rendered impossible by task constraints in the Narrow Tube phase) or such tech-

niques could be time consuming to perform and therefore be relatively inefficient. Similarly,

Initially Effective techniques could on rare occasion be used successfully in the Narrow Tube phases (for

Figure 1. Experimental setup

(A) The ‘‘wide’’ tube attached to the mesh door in Group 4’s enclosure and filled to around 7 cm with diluted juice. (B) The

wider context in which the tube was located, with the tube (circled in yellow) attached to a mesh door forming part of the

chimpanzees’ indoor facility. (C) The experimenter’s view of the task when fitted, facing out into the chimpanzees’

enclosure. (D) The array of tool materials provided to the chimpanzees (from left, plain sticks, straw, leafy sticks, strips of

cloth, and strips of paper).
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example, if a large amount of material is built up in the tube during a session, it could be possible to suc-

cessfully use techniques such as sugarcane retrieve). However, use of these Initially Effective techniques,

which relied upon inserting a hand into the tube, indicated continuing use of an approach that was not

well suited to the task constraints.

In comparison with an analysis based upon the rate of use of specific techniques (e.g., stick dip or hand dip),

this approach of classifying attempts into Always Effective or Initially Effective avoids potential confounds

such as individual differences in skill or preference and also allows for potential changes in the availability of

tool materials over the course of a session (as Always Effective techniques were always achievable for in-

dividuals even if specific tool materials were depleted). The techniques used, the point in the study at which

they emerged, their categorization as either Always Effective or Initially Effective during the Narrow Tube

phase, and the identity, age, and sex of the first individual to successfully use the technique are shown in

Tables 1 and 2. Note that the techniques involving the use of sugarcane, provided as part of the chimpan-

zees’ normal diet, describe instances in which the internal fibrous part of the sugarcane was chewed and

then used as an absorbent material.

Only one individual (Bobby, Group 4) used Always Effective techniques for the majority of his attempts in

the Wide Tube phase (5 of 6 attempts, see Figure S1), with all the other individuals in both groups using

Always Effective techniques for fewer than 4% of their attempts in the Wide Tube phase (see Figure 2).

Table 1. Techniques used successfully by Group 3 to solve the task

Technique Description

Time to first occurrence

from start of testing

(hh:mm:ss) Efficacy

First successfully

performed

by: ID (sex, age)

Wide tube phase

Cloth dip Dip cloth into juice with hand 00:01:28 Initially Effective Barbie (F, 20)

Cloth drop Drop cloth from hand into tube and retrieve 00:01:38 Initially Effective Barbie (F, 20)

Hand dip Dip hand directly into juice 00:02:10 Initially Effective ET (F, 20)

Cloth mouth drop Drop cloth from mouth into tube then

retrieve by hand

00:03:26 Initially Effective Clement (M, 22)

Cloth retrieve Cloth that has accrued in tube removed with

hand

00:29:32 Initially Effective Bruce (M, 5)

Fruit stone mouth drop Drop fruit stone from mouth into juice then

retrieve by hand

03:21:25 Initially Effective Bruce (M, 5)

Sugarcane drop Drop sugarcane from hand into tube and

retrieve

05:54:53 Initially Effective Lods (F, 5)

Sugarcane dip Dip sugarcane into juice with hand 05:55:06 Initially Effective Lods (F, 5)

Sugarcane retrieve Sugarcane that has accrued in tube removed

with hand

05:56:02 Initially Effective Lods (F, 5)

Sugarcane mouth drop Drop sugarcane from mouth into tube then

retrieve by hand

08:46:26 Initially Effective Lods (F, 5)

Narrow tube phase

Stick dip Dip stick into juice with hand 13:19:21 Always Effective ET (F, 20)

a Stick retrieval paper Stick used to retrieve paper that has accrued

in tube

13:20:53 Always Effective ET (F, 20)

Stick retrieve Stick already in tube removed with hand 13:21:13 Always Effective ET (F, 20)

a Stick retrieval cloth Stick used to retrieve cloth that has accrued

in tube

13:27:39 Always Effective ET (F, 20)

Narrow scaffolded phase

Stick drop Drop stick into tube then retrieve by hand 32:09:22 Always Effective Roxy (F, 20)

aTool-composite technique.
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Table 2. Techniques used successfully by Group 4 to solve the task

Technique Description

Time to first

occurrence from

start of testing

(hh:mm:ss) Efficacy

First

successfully

performed

by

Wide tube phase

Paper dip Dip paper into juice with hand 00:00:31 Initially Effective Nicky (M, 24)

Paper drop Drop paper from hand into tube and retrieve 00:03:12 Initially Effective Nicky (M, 24)

Paper retrieve Paper that has accrued in tube removed with

hand

00:04:16 Initially Effective Nicky (M, 24)

Cloth dip Dip cloth into juice with hand 00:11:04 Initially Effective Nicky (M, 24)

Cloth retrieve Cloth that has accrued in tube removed with

hand

00:12:59 Initially Effective Nicky (M, 24)

Cloth drop Drop cloth from hand into tube and retrieve 00:13:09 Initially Effective Nicky (M, 24)

Hand dip Hand dipped directly into juice 00:14:40 Initially Effective Nicky (M, 24)

Cloth mouth drop Cloth dropped from mouth into tube then

retrieved with hand

00:44:08 Initially Effective Nicky (M, 24)

Paper mouth drop Paper dropped from mouth into tube then

retrieved with hand

01:34:03 Initially Effective Nicky (M, 24)

Stick drop Drop stick from hand into tube and retrieve 05:23:54 Always Effective Bobby (M, 22)

Stick dip Dip stick into juice with hand 05:24:05 Always Effective Bobby (M, 22)

Fruit shell drop Drop fruit shell from hand into tube and

retrieve

08:10:03 Initially Effective Nicky (M, 24)

Narrow tube phase

Stick retrieve Stick already in tube removed with hand 10:16:56 Always Effective Jack (M, 7)

a Stick retrieval paper Stick used to retrieve paper that has accrued in

tube

10:26:23 Always Effective Kathy (F, 16)

a Stick retrieval stick Stick used to retrieve stick already in tube 10:28:57 Always Effective Kathy (F, 16)

a Stick push cloth and retrieve Stick used to push cloth down into juice and

then retrieve by pushing cloth against wall of

tube and pulling upwards

14:17:49 Always Effective Jack (M, 7)

a Stick retrieval cloth Stick used to retrieve cloth that has accrued in

tube

15:03:10 Always Effective Kathy (F, 16)

Sugarcane dip Sugarcane is dipped directly into juice with

hand

19:09:29 Initially Effective Jack (M, 7)

Sugarcane retrieve Sugarcane that has accrued in tube removed

with hand

19:25:56 Initially Effective Jack (M, 7)

a Stick retrieval sugarcane Stick used to retrieve sugarcane that has

accrued in tube

19:27:52 Always Effective Jack (M, 7)

a Stick push sugarcane and retrieve Stick used to push sugarcane down into juice

and then retrieve by pushing sugarcane against

wall of tube and pulling upwards

19:35:51 Always Effective Kathy (F, 16)

a Cloth drop stick retrieve Cloth dropped from hand into tube then

retrieved with stick

22:48:25 Always Effective Kit (M, 10)

Narrow restricted tube phase

a Stick push straw and retrieve Stick used to push straw down into juice and

then retrieve by pushing straw against wall of

tube and pulling upwards

30:13:18 Always Effective Jack (M, 7)

a Stick retrieval plastic wrapper Stick used to retrieve plastic wrapper already in

tube

30:56:56 Always Effective Jack (M, 7)

aTool-composite technique.
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Therefore, the imposition of the narrow tube and the resulting necessity of the use of Always Effective tech-

niques for success represented a genuine restriction upon the behavior of almost all individuals relative to

their earlier repertoire. Fourteen individuals (eight in Group 3, six in Group 4) had interacted with the task

during the Wide Tube phase but had never used a technique that would remain effective in the Narrow

Tube phase before the introduction of the narrow tube.

We conducted a binomial GLMMwith logit link function to study the effects of Phase, Group, Age, and Sex

on the probability to use Always Effective techniques (yes/no). A likelihood ratio test comparing the full and

null models (see Transparent methods for further details) indicated that the full model was a significantly

better fit (c2 = 48.72, df = 4, p <.0001; dAIC = 40.8). The full statistical model (see Table 3) indicated a sig-

nificant effect of Phase (LRT: c2 = 38.26, p < 0.001), such that the odds for individuals to use Always Effective

techniques in the Narrow Tube phase were 1,525.38 (95% confidence interval [CI] [372.41, 27,722.51]) times

larger than in the Wide Tube phase. Moreover, the odds for individuals in Group 4 to use Always Effective

techniques were 31.19 (95% CI [2.16, 83.93]) times larger than for individuals in Group 3 (LRT: c2 = 8.22, p =

0.004). No effect of either Sex or Age was found (Sex - LRT: c2 = 0.28, p = 0.60; Age - LRT: c2 = 0.00, p = 0.99).

See Table 3 for the full model parameters and Figure 2B for predicted values plus 95% CIs based upon the

full model. Individuals in Group 4 used Always Effective techniques for a mean of just 7.5% (SD = 23.9) of

their attempts in the Wide Tube phase, but this increased to a mean of 72.9% (SD = 27.7) of their attempts

made in the Narrow Tube phase (note that these group means are based upon the percentage of Always

Effective attempts each individual made in a given phase). Group 3 used Always Effective techniques for a

mean of only 0.4% (SD = 1.2) of their attempts in the Wide Tube phase and for a mean of 26.5% (SD = 34.3)

of their attempts in the Narrow Tube phase (see Figure 2A). No individual in Group 3 had successfully used

an Always Effective technique during the Wide Tube phase.

A group difference in the use of Always Effective techniques

The main effect of Group found in the generalized linear mixed models (GLMM) analysis suggests that

Group 4 was more likely to use Always Effective techniques throughout both Phases of the study, while vi-

sual examination of the data (Figure 2) suggests the possibility of an interaction between Group and Phase,

in that Group 4 appeared to have used Always Effective techniques to a greater extent in Phase 2 compared

with Phase 1 than did Group 3. The limited sample size, and variation in the extent to which individuals

Figure 2. Change in use of effective techniques across Wide and Narrow Tube conditions

(A) Observed percentages of ‘‘Always Effective’’ (for narrow tube) technique use in the ‘‘Wide’’ and ‘‘Narrow’’ tube phases. Points show the observed

percentage of attempts made using Always Effective techniques by individual chimpanzees. Observed means are shown by solid horizontal bars.

(B) Predicted percentages, based upon the full model for Groups 3 and 4. Predicted values from the model for each group in each phase are shown by bold

crosses. Error bars show 95% confidence interval of these predicted values. See also Figure S1.
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chose to participate in the study, precluded further investigation of this potential group difference using

mixed modeling techniques. Instead, a post hoc non-parametric analysis was used to explore this effect.

A Mann-Whitney U test comparing the increase in the proportion of Always Effective techniques used

by each individual in Phase 2 relative to Phase 1 between the two groups indicated that individuals in Group

4 increased their use of Always Effective techniques to a greater extent than did individuals in Group 3 (Me-

dian increase in Group 3 = 8.3%, Median increase in Group 4 = 77.86%, Mann-Whitney U = 20, n1 = 9, n2 =

12, p = 0.017 two tailed).

Tool-composite techniques: further restrictions versus scaffolding

Tool-composite techniques were observed in both groups, although to a greater extent (both in terms of

frequency of use and the number of individuals performing the techniques) in Group 4 (see Tables 1 and 2).

Following Shumaker et al. (2011), we defined tool-composite techniques as those in which two tool mate-

rials were used in combination to achieve a single goal. We note that this definition is at odds with the way

composite tools are defined in the human-focused literature (as conjunctions of firmly connected units,

such as hafted stone axes, Oswalt, 1976; Ambrose, 2010). We considered cases in which an individual

used a stick to retrieve material that had previously accrued in the tube (e.g., stick retrieval cloth, stick

retrieval sugarcane) to be examples of tool-composites, regardless of whether the material in the tube

had previously been placed there by the individual performing the tool-composite behavior or another in-

dividual, as we considered materials within the tube to be tool materials. Note that some tool-composite

behaviors observed during the study explicitly require the same individual to insert the absorbent material

into the tube and retrieve it (e.g., stick push cloth and retrieve, cloth drop stick retrieve). After 20 h of expo-

sure to the Narrow Tube phase, Group 4 had a subset of tool materials, primarily used in their existing tool-

composite techniques, removed from their enclosure (‘‘Narrow Restricted’’ phase; 10 h of exposure). Group

3 received the narrow tube with a stick and cloth already inserted (‘‘Narrow Scaffolded’’ phase; 10 h of expo-

sure) to potentially facilitate the adoption of this tool-composite technique.

In the Narrow Restricted phase, individuals in Group 4 showed some capacity to modify tool-composite

techniques (see Table S2) by incorporating novel absorbent materials when preferred materials were no

longer provided. However, it must be noted that such attempts were rare in the Narrow Restricted phase

(0.89% of all attempts) while ‘‘stick dip’’ made up the majority (96.99%) of attempts made at the task in this

phase. Thus, although chimpanzees appeared capable of modifying their known tool-composite tech-

niques, they did not use these new solutions frequently, and these modified solutions most often proved

to be unsuccessful (see Table S2). As known techniques (most notably, stick dip) remained possible during

the Narrow Restricted phase, there was not the same necessity to behave flexibly as there was in the tran-

sition from Wide Tube to Narrow Tube phases.

Chimpanzees in Group 3 were exposed to the task with a stick and attached piece of cloth already inserted

(Narrow Scaffolded phase), to explore the potential use of tool-composite techniques when scaffolded in

this way, given the minimal prior innovations in this group. Some limited use of tool-composite techniques

had been observed in Group 3 during theNarrow Tube phase, with two individuals both having successfully

used sticks to retrieve cloth or paper from the tube, although only on a limited number of occasions. The

scaffolded solution was presented at the beginning of Narrow Scaffolded sessions a total of six times.

Three individuals interacted with the example solution, and these interactions are described in detail in Ta-

ble S3. Only one individual attempted a tool-composite technique following exposure to the scaffolded

solution, making four unsuccessful attempts to retrieve cloth that had accrued in the tube earlier in the

Table 3. Results of full model GLMM on the effects of Phase, Group, Age, and Sex upon ‘‘Always Effective’’

technique use

Estimate Wald 95% CI Std. Error z Value p Value

(Intercept) �8.66 �11.74, �6.81 1.20

Phase (narrow) 7.33 5.92, 10.23 0.68 10.77 <0.001***

Group (4) 3.44 0.77, 4.43 1.21 2.84 0.005**

Age 0.01 �0.97, 0.99 0.50 0.02 0.99

Sex (male) �0.63 �2.98, 1.72 1.20 �0.53 0.60

***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01.
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day (28 min and 23 s following exposure to the example solution), although she had in previous sessions

successfully retrieved cloth from the tube using a stick. Thus, it would appear that the provision of a scaf-

folded solution in this manner did not elicit the use of tool-composite techniques by individuals that had

not already performed them.

Group differences in social tolerance at the task

Given the apparent group differences in behavioral flexibility, and prior evidence of group differences in

social tolerance (Cronin et al., 2014a; van Leeuwen et al., 2018), we conducted an exploratory analysis of

social tolerance at the task. All video records from the task were coded with a specific focus upon social

interactions relevant to social tolerance. Behaviors assumed to be ‘‘positive’’ and ‘‘negative’’ indicators

of social tolerance were coded. The behaviors coded were aggression, displacement, co-action, concur-

rent action, peering, scrounging, and tool transfer. Definitions, and further discussion of the

behaviors chosen as indicators of social tolerance, are provided in the Transparent methods and Supple-

mental information. The hierarchies of both groups were relatively stable at the time of testing, with no

serious challenges to the position of the dominant male in each group. As Group 4 spent a greater amount

of time at the task than Group 3, in order to compare the frequency of these social interactions between the

groups, it is necessary to control for the amount of time during which the groups could be observed at the

task. In Table 4, we present the frequency of each event type in terms of events per hour of observation for

each group (the time for which at least one individual in a group was present at the task), along with the raw

frequency of events observed in each group. For more detailed description of the social behaviors

observed at the task (including discussion of which sex, age, and kin classes were more often involved in

each type of social behavior coded), see Supplemental information.

In considering these behaviors as indicators of social tolerance, they can be grouped into likely positive

indicators and likely negative indicators (with co-action, concurrent action, peering, scrounging, and

tool transfer as positive indicators and aggression and displacement as negative indicators). Grouping

the behaviors in this manner allows comparison of the difference in frequency of positive and negative in-

dicators between the two groups. A chi-square test indicated that the two groups differed in terms of the

proportion of positive and negative social interactions observed (c2 (1) = 13.9, p < 0.001), with a greater

proportion of positive indicators observed in Group 4.

DISCUSSION

Chimpanzees in both groups responded with a degree of flexibility to the changing artificial foraging task.

Group differences were apparent in the responses, with individuals in Group 4 increasing their use of Al-

ways Effective techniques to a greater extent than Group 3. Tool-composite techniques were observed

in both groups, but primarily in Group 4. Restricting the available tool materials in the Narrow Restricted

phase presented to Group 4 resulted in some modification of these tool-composite techniques, but per-

formance of these modified tool-composite techniques was limited. Providing Group 3 with scaffolding to-

ward tool-composite techniques in the Narrow Scaffolded phase proved ineffective. Across the social be-

haviors recorded at and around the task, Group 4 had a higher rate of positive interactions than Group 3.

Table 4. Social interactions in each group per observation hour and in total

‘‘Positive’’ or

‘‘negative’’

indicator Interaction type

Group 3 Group 4

Events

per hour

Total

number

of events

Events

per hour

Total

number

of events

Negative Aggression 0.33 4 0.24 5

Displacement 1.71 21 0.95 20

Positive Co-action 0.16 2 0.62 13

Concurrent action 0.41 5 1.05 22

Peering 1.39 17 1.33 28

Scrounging 0.08 1 1.14 24

Tool transfer 0.33 4 1.10 23
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Individuals in Group 4 were less likely to displace one another at the task and had a higher rate of tolerant

interactions including those likely to aid in social learning, such as co-action and tool transfer.

Group differences in behavioral flexibility

Both groups of chimpanzees responded with some level of flexibility to the change in task parameters, and

the change in parameters represented a genuine restriction to both groups, as individuals in both groups

(with only one exception, Bobby, in Group 4) had little use of or experience of techniques in theWide Tube

phase that would be effective in the Narrow Tube phase. Overall, the use of Always Effective techniques

(that is, techniques that could be used effectively in both the Wide and Narrow Tube phases) increased

significantly in the Narrow Tube phase, when they became necessary for success. However, this adaptive

adjustment of techniques was not equally present in the two study groups. The majority of chimpanzees

in Group 3 continued to primarily use Initially Effective techniques in the Narrow Tube phase, indicating

a failure to relinquish these solutions and therefore somewhat more limited behavioral flexibility than chim-

panzees in Group 4. Most chimpanzees in Group 4 primarily used Always Effective techniques in the Narrow

Tube phase, indicating more pronounced behavioral flexibility in that they not only used novel solutions in

response to the change in task but were also able to relinquish Initially Effective techniques (which they

used predominantly in the Wide Tube phase) to a greater extent than individuals in Group 3. As this com-

parison was made across the Wide and Narrow tube phases only, in which task presentation was the same

for both groups, an examination of the possible factors promoting these group differences is warranted.

Although the fact that only two groups were tested in the current study limits the extent to which firm con-

clusions can be drawn regarding what factors may have driven the group-level difference in flexibility

observed, similarities between the two groups make it possible to rule out certain explanations with

some confidence. The two groups live in near-identical enclosures and do not differ systematically in either

rearing history or subspecies. Neither group had participated in any tool-use study prior to the current

study (personal communication, Chimfunshi Research Advisory Board). We have no evidence suggesting

a difference in prior naturally occurring tool-use between the two groups (see Table S4 for observational

data collected by R.A.H. before beginning the current study), although it remains possible that the chim-

panzees use tools more frequently in the forested areas of their enclosures, which cannot be observed. The

two groups also do not differ greatly in terms of age distribution, with both groups including infants, juve-

niles, and adults (and our analysis indicates that age differences do not contribute to explaining the levels

of behavioral flexibility observed).

One previously documented difference between the groups is in their level of social tolerance, with Group

4 more socially tolerant than Group 3 (Cronin et al., 2014a; van Leeuwen et al., 2018). The current study

found differences between the two groups in the frequency of positive and negative social interactions

at the artificial task. Group 4, which performed most flexibly at the task, also evidenced more social toler-

ance in their interactions at the task, with lower rates of displacement and higher rates of co-action, tool

transfer, and tolerated scrounging. This meets the expectations of a socially tolerant group following

van Schaik’s (2003) hypotheses that social tolerance facilitates social learning and facilitates innovation

by reducing the risk of displacement. Group 4 showed higher rates of tolerant behaviors at the task, and

the occurrence of behaviors such as tool transfer and concurrent action (or task sharing) between unrelated

individuals, including within dyads involving a non-kin adult male (see Supplemental information for more

details), also indicates a level of social tolerance within this group.

Displacements occurred less frequently in Group 4 than in Group 3, a finding that is in line with van Schaik’s

(2003) hypothesis that social tolerance can impact positively upon innovation by reducing the likelihood of

displacement. This may have allowed individuals in Group 4 to attempt the task without interruption, facil-

itating innovation (and indeed, as a group, more solutions were observed in Group 4 than in Group 3). It is

also possible that, by chance, Group 4 contained more innovative individuals, as innovation propensity can

vary between individuals (Amici et al., 2019). In order to disentangle whether individuals in Group 4 were

more likely to innovate for intrinsic reasons (i.e., differences in personality, such as increased neophilia

or persistence, Amici et al., 2019), or whether individuals in this group were more likely to innovate owing

to decreased risk of displacement, a study would be required comparing rates of innovation between the

groups in both social and individual testing conditions. The two possibilities are, of course, not mutually

exclusive; Group 4 may have contained more innovative individuals who additionally benefited from a

decreased risk of displacement. The potential role of social learning should also be considered. A
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decreased risk of displacement may have facilitated the spread of techniques via social learning, as indi-

viduals could observe one another without displacing each other. The higher rate of concurrent action

in Group 4 compared with Group 3 also indicates that individuals in Group 4 were able to attempt the

task while in close proximity to one another, and even to attempt the task simultaneously, without one in-

dividual monopolizing it. The capacity for some individuals at the CWO to attempt a task concurrently was

previously documented by Cronin et al. (2014b). Of interest, during their study, Kathy was a member of two

of the dyads that shared space on the ‘‘tower apparatus’’ (see Cronin et al., 2014b) most frequently, and in

the current study, Kathy was the most frequent participant in concurrent action. This raises the possibility

that individual differences in social tolerance may have important implications in experimental studies,

across a range of paradigms. Although group-level differences in social tolerance shown in this study via

descriptive data broadly follow the group-level difference in behavioral flexibility, more research is needed

to explore the potential relationships between the two, ideally incorporating multiple measures for toler-

ance and flexibility at both an individual and group level across multiple groups.

Many studies of behavioral flexibility in chimpanzees examine only one group of chimpanzees (Bonnie et al.,

2012; Manrique et al., 2013; Hopper et al., 2015a). The findings of this study indicate that this approach may

not lead to generalizable results, as the two groups in our study, despite sharing identical environments and

similar rearing histories, performed quite differently (see Kaufhold and Van Leeuwen, 2019). Our examina-

tion of social interactions at the task highlights the fact that group-level, intraspecific differences in social

tolerance may impact social behavior in a way that impacts performance on artificial tasks, particularly if

these tasks are presented in group contexts (e.g., Lehner et al., 2011). Damerius et al.’s (2017) finding that

captive orangutans living in larger social groups were more curious and performed better on a cognitive

test battery implies that differences in captive primates’ social environments may also affect their perfor-

mance when tested individually. Further research is required in order to tease apart the mechanisms by

which differences in social tolerance might impact either performance on artificial foraging tasks (for

example, by examining whether differences in rates of behaviors such as co-action and tool transfer lead

to enhanced social learning of task solutions) or cognition directly (by examining whether individuals in

more tolerant groups continue to show enhanced task performance when tested individually, as Damerius

et al., 2017, finding might lead one to suspect). This finding has broader implications that groups differ in

their propensity for behavioral change, perhaps owing to factors such as social tolerance that can promote

social learning and innovation, and thus may also differ in their capacity for cumulative change.

The limited flexibility shown by Group 3 appears to concur with the results of several previous studies of

chimpanzee behavioral flexibility in response to artificial foraging tasks (Marshall-Pescini and Whiten,

2008; Hrubesch et al., 2009; Harrison andWhiten, 2018), in which chimpanzees continued to use ineffective

or inefficient techniques in response to task changes. In Hrubesch et al. (2009), some chimpanzees

continued to attempt a task solution (rattling a board holding food, rather than manipulating the food

items with a stick) that had been rendered completely ineffective by task manipulations, whereas in

Marshall-Pescini and Whiten (2008), chimpanzees failed to acquire a more effective solution they wit-

nessed. The results of the current study are perhaps closer in character to those of Hrubesch et al.

(2009), as techniques the chimpanzees had mastered in the Wide Tube phase were rendered ineffective

in the Narrow Tube phase. The results from this group therefore appear to add to a literature in which chim-

panzees show only limited evidence of the capacity to respond flexibly to task changes in artificial foraging

tasks. However, in light of our findings regarding social tolerance at the task, it is unclear to what extent

chimpanzees in Group 3 had less capacity for behavioral flexibility, and to what extent their ability to

demonstrate that flexibility was impeded by a lack of social tolerance (resulting in an increased risk of

displacement and reduced opportunities for social learning) in comparison with Group 4.

In the Wide Tube phase, chimpanzees in Group 3 did not successfully use a solution to the task that would

remain effective in the Narrow Tube phase. The resulting necessity for innovation in the Narrow Tube phase

may have contributed to their apparently limited flexibility, and indeed, they did not successfully use an

Always Effective technique until 3 h of the Narrow Tube phase had passed (whereas in Group 4, one indi-

vidual had used an Always Effective technique in hour 5 of the Wide Tube phase). The necessity to invent

novel solutions to a problem may be an additional challenge in artificial foraging tasks aiming to assess

behavioral flexibility, and one that may not be shared by measures such as reversal learning, or indeed,

studies in which novel techniques can be socially learned (e.g., Marshall-Pescini and Whiten, 2008; Davis

et al., 2016). However, the chimpanzees in Group 3 invented 15 task solutions, all of which were successfully
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used in either theWide or Narrow Tube phases. Although not all of these techniques were Always Effective

in the Narrow Tube phase, this would appear to demonstrate a level of task exploration and potentially

innovative tool use within both the Wide and Narrow Tube phases. The use of cloth, fruit stones, and sug-

arcane as tool materials when such tool use was possible represents spontaneous exploration, not driven

by necessity, as the Wide Tube phase could be solved simply by dipping a hand directly into the juice.

The response of Group 4, in contrast with Group 3, bears closer resemblance to studies such as Davis et al.

(2016), Manrique et al. (2013), and Lehner et al. (2011), in which some great apes successfully relinquished

previously successful techniques in favor of novel solutions to artificial foraging tasks. In contrast to Davis

et al. (2016), in the current study effective solutions had to be invented by group members and were not

experimentally seeded, and so, although the presentation of the task in a group context may have provided

the opportunity to socially learn solutions, chimpanzees were challenged with inventing novel task solu-

tions, like the orangutans studied by Lehner et al. (2011) and the great apes studied by Manrique et al.

(2013). Unlike the tasks used by Davis et al. (2016) and Manrique et al. (2013), the current task required

the use of tools, which is believed to present a greater challenge in terms of causal cognition (Seed

et al., 2009; Völter and Call, 2014). Despite this, like the orangutans given a very similar task by Lehner

et al. (2011), chimpanzees in Group 4 not only responded flexibly to the change in task parameters but

also invented novel tool-composite techniques that solved the task during the Narrow Tube phases. It is

possible that the chimpanzees’ experience of the Wide Tube phase provided them with an understanding

of the causal relationships and affordances involved in the task, facilitating their innovation in the Narrow

Tube phase. Solving a task using a body part, before the task is modified to necessitate tool use, may aid in

finding tool use solutions to a problem. Von Bayern et al., 2009 and Jacobson and Hopper (2019) argue that

a causal understanding of the task provided in their study allowed chimpanzees and western lowland go-

rillas (Gorilla gorilla gorilla) to respond flexibly to a change in parameters. Although it is possible that, in

comparison with tests of flexibility such as multi-access boxes, innovation in the latter stages of the current

task was facilitated by the chimpanzees’ experience in the Wide Tube phase, this cannot explain the differ-

ence in performance seen between Group 3 and Group 4 or the difficulty chimpanzees have had adapting

to similar changing foraging tasks (Harrison and Whiten, 2018).

Tool-composite techniques

The tool-composite techniques observed by Lehner et al. (2011) (described as ‘‘Drop-and-Fish’’ and

‘‘Squash-and-Fish’’, 2011, pp.450) are argued by the authors to constitute ‘‘cumulative technology,’’

because these techniques were only observed in individuals that had previously performed the component

techniques (i.e., individuals that had already used paper as an absorbent material and had used a stick to

retrieve debris from within the tube and could then combine these behaviors to form the tool-composite

techniques). The authors therefore argue that these behaviors fulfill the criteria to be considered ‘‘ratch-

eted’’ techniques, as they build upon previous solutions, resulting in more complex techniques that are

more widely applicable (as they can be used successfully in both the Wide and Narrow Tube task type).

However, because these techniques were elicited by restricting the other solutions available to the orang-

utans, the extent to which they represent evidence of a capacity for cumulative technology under stable

conditions is questionable. The orangutans did not have to overcome satisfaction with their current tech-

nique or forgo small rewards in order to invent techniques that would gain even greater rewards, which

seems necessary for cumulative culture to emerge in a stable context. In the current study, the potential

difference between forced and spontaneous behavioral flexibility can be seen in Group 4’s response to

the Narrow Tube and Narrow Restricted phases. When individuals had to invent novel techniques and

behave flexibly in order to solve the task at all (i.e., in the transition from the Wide to the Narrow Tube

phase), they were capable of doing so. However, when the Always Effective technique stick dip remained

possible in the transition from the Narrow to Narrow Restricted phase, chimpanzees continued to use this

technique rather than engaging in exploration of alternative tool-composite techniques for the vast major-

ity of their attempts. This may indicate that chimpanzees do not readily overcome satisfaction with known

behaviors to a sufficient extent in order tomodify and improve upon them, at least within the relatively short

time frame of an experimental task. Such conservatism when known solutions still function has previously

been shown in chimpanzees (Marshall-Pescini and Whiten, 2008; van Leeuwen and Call, 2017).

Although it is challenging to track the diffusion of spontaneous innovations in the naturalistic group testing

context of the current study, three of the six individuals who used tool-composite techniques in Group 4 did

so after having the opportunity to observe others performing a tool-composite technique at the task,
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suggesting that social learning may have facilitated the spread of these complex behaviors (see Figure S3

for an illustration of the potential chain of diffusion). We cannot, however, rule out the possibility that in-

dividuals learned these techniques asocially. Although the tool-composite techniques observed in the cur-

rent study could be considered, like the tool-composite behaviors observed by Lehner et al. (2011), to be

combinations of previous solutions (the combination of dipping an absorbent material by hand, using a

stick to dip into the juice, and retrieving an absorbent material using a stick), we did not find that perfor-

mance of the most complex stick push and retrieve techniques was limited to individuals that had first

mastered the component behaviors. Jack, the first individual to use such a technique, successfully per-

formed stick push cloth and retrieve without first using a stick to simply retrieve material from the tube.

Jack had been in proximity to the task during attempts by other individuals using these component behav-

iors, and so, it is possible that he had gained important information about these simpler tool-composite

techniques through observation, which allowed him to then perform the more complex technique without

first mastering its component techniques. However, it is also possible that he invented the entire technique

rather than socially acquiring the component behaviors. This is an important distinction when considering

these results in the context of cumulative culture, for which some authors (e.g., Tennie et al., 2009) specify a

criterion that resulting technologies are beyond the capacity of any one individual to invent (although we

note that others do not consider this a criterion of cumulative culture, but rather a likely eventual outcome

after repeated cycles of cumulation: Mesoudi and Thornton, 2018).

The chimpanzees in both groups at the CWO responded to all phases of the task with tool-use behaviors

that broadly correspond to behaviors observed in wild chimpanzees, with the obvious addition of non-nat-

ural tool materials such as cloth. Sugarcane fibers were used by chimpanzees at the CWO in a manner

similar to wadge-dipping (Boesch, 1991), in that the fibrous inner part of the sugarcane was first chewed

to produce a clump of fibers that could then be dipped into the liquid. Wild chimpanzees have also

been observed to use probe tools to retrieve water, using either leaves or twigs to dip into water, and a

similar probing behavior is used to dip honey from nest cavities (Kummer andGoodall, 1985; Sanz andMor-

gan, 2007). This is a similar technique to the stick dip observed in both groups in the current study and is

referred to as ‘‘fluid-dip’’ by Whiten et al. (1999).

Tool-composite techniques were a subject of interest in the current study. These techniques were observed

in both groups, although to a greater extent in Group 4 than in Group 3 (both in terms of frequency of use

and variety of materials employed). In wild chimpanzees, the tool-composite example most relevant to the

current study is that documented by Sugiyama (1997) in which a juvenile female chimpanzee at Bossou was

observed using a stick to push a leaf sponge into a tree hollow of water and then to retrieve the leaf sponge

again using the stick (note that nutcracking in which the anvil is transported also constitutes a tool-compos-

ite behavior, Sakura and Matsuzawa, 1991). This is a very similar instance of tool use to the tool-composites

observed in the current study at the CWO, where individuals used stick tools to retrieve absorbent mate-

rials from the tube or to push and then retrieve absorbent materials from the tube. According to Whiten

et al. (2001), this ‘‘sponge push-pull’’ behavior has also been observed at Tai, Mahale M, and Gombe.

The use of tool-composites has only been documented (in wild ape populations) in orangutans (Fox and

Bin’Muhammad, 2002) and chimpanzees (Sakura andMatsuzawa, 1991; Sugiyama 1997). To our knowledge,

use of tool-composites has not yet been documented in wild New or Old World monkeys, prosimians, or

birds (Shumaker et al., 2011). The rarity of tool-composite behavior in wild non-human animals may be due

to its complexity, as it requires an animal to take account of the relationships between multiple objects and

the target (Sanz and Morgan, 2010), but it may also be due to a limited range of ecological problems that

can be solved using tool-composites.

Scaffolding

Scaffolding provided to Group 3 in the Narrow Scaffolded phase was intended to approximate the physical

artifacts produced through tool use that chimpanzees would encounter in the wild, which are suggested to

promote the acquisition of new behaviors (Tennie et al., 2009; Fragaszy et al., 2013). However, none of the

chimpanzees that encountered the scaffolded solution acquired a novel tool-composite solution as a

result. As discussed in Harrison and Whiten (2018), it seems that this physical information alone may not

be sufficient to seed novel tool use behaviors in chimpanzees. Along with Gruber et al. (2011), Cardoso

andOttoni (2016), and Harrison andWhiten (2018), the current study forms a limited experimental literature

on whether primates are able to acquire novel behaviors simply through the availability of physical artifacts

left by others’ tool use (in all of these studies, these artifacts are the result of experimental manipulation).
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None of these studies found that this information was sufficient for a novel behavior to emerge. Enduring

physical artifacts aid in chimpanzees’ and bearded capuchin monkey’s acquisition of skills in the wild (Fra-

gaszy et al., 2013) and are also part of the development of tool use behaviors such as leaf sponging (Sousa

et al., 2009). However, they may encounter these artifacts in a broader social context, which could facilitate

the acquisition of behaviors in a way the scaffolding manipulation in this study could not. For example,

within a social context, it may be possible to observe actions rather than being limited to interaction

with artifacts (see Hopper et al., 2015b, for evidence that animate conspecific demonstration facilitates

behavior acquisition) or there may be greater motivation to acquire a behavior (see Watson et al., 2018,

for evidence captive chimpanzees alter their behavior more readily in group than dyadic contexts).

Although some individuals in Group 3 had performed tool-composite techniques prior to the scaffolding,

so there was the potential for social observation of this behavior along with interaction with the scaffolding,

there were only 12 attempts at this behavior (and only 4 successful attempts), making any social information

available very limited. Future research could examine the extent to which a combination of physical scaf-

folding and social observation may facilitate the acquisition of novel behaviors in controlled conditions,

and consider the relative exposure to each type of information that might be necessary.

This study found group differences in chimpanzees’ behavioral flexibility in response to a changing artifi-

cial foraging task. Chimpanzees in one group were unable to relinquish previously successful techniques

when task parameters were altered, and demonstrated only limited behavioral flexibility, whereas another

group was able to abandon previously successful techniques in favor of more effective solutions. This

group also invented novel, complex, tool-composite behaviors to solve the task when task constraints de-

manded it and even made limited attempts to modify these complex techniques when materials were

restricted. Our finding of group differences in apparent behavioral flexibility as a likely resultant of differ-

ential levels of social tolerance at the foraging task may, along with task complexity and differences in

experimental paradigms, explain themixed results in previous studies of chimpanzee behavioral flexibility

and highlights the need to test multiple groups and consider intergroup differences when studying animal

behavior and cognition.

Limitations of the study

Low incidence rates of relevant social behaviors at the task precluded detailed statistical exploration of so-

cial tolerance at the task, beyond a broad categorization of behaviors as positive or negative indicators of

tolerance. However, when considered in the context of previous research demonstrating differences in so-

ciality between the two groups (Cronin et al., 2014a; van Leeuwen et al., 2018), this indicates a potential

effect of social tolerance that warrants further investigation.

Our conclusion regarding the link between social tolerance and enhanced performance on a problem-solv-

ing task is necessarily limited by the fact that only two groups were tested and compared and only one arti-

ficial foraging task was presented. Although our findings provide a robust first step, future research would

benefit from including multiple tests of behavioral flexibility at both the group and individual levels and

incorporating multiple groups in order to strengthen the conclusions that can be drawn from comparisons

between them.
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Supplemental Information  

Supplemental Results 

Figure S1: Observed percentages of ‘Always Effective’ attempts in the ‘Wide’ and 

‘Narrow’ tube phases, labelled by individual. Related to Figure 2. 



 
 
Figure S2: Model stability check. Related to Table 3.  

Lines indicate the range of parameter estimates based on sequential removal (with 

replacement) of single subjects and re-running the model (red diamonds represent 

estimates based on full sample). The obtained estimate-ranges are judged to be 

reasonably stable, with both "Group" and "PhaseNumber" consistently indicating 

significant influence on the response variable in the same direction.  
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Table S1: Top two most frequently attempted techniques by each individual in each 

phase. Always Effective techniques are shown in bold. Related to Tables 1 and 2. 

Group Individual Wide tube phase Narrow tube phase Restricted / 
Scaffolded phase 

  1st 
preferred 
technique 
(no. of 
attempts; 
% of 
attempts) 
 

2nd 
preferred 
technique 
(no. of 
attempts; 
% of 
attempts) 
 

1st 
preferred 
technique 
(no. of 
attempts; 
% of 
attempts) 
 

2nd 
preferred 
technique 
(no. of 
attempts; 
% of 
attempts) 
 

1st 
preferred 
technique 
(no. of 
attempts; 
% of 
attempts) 
 

2nd 
preferred 
technique 
(no. of 
attempts; 
% of 
attempts) 
 

Group 
3 

Brian Hand dip 
(258; 
100%) 

 Hand dip 
(9; 100%) 

 Cloth dip 
(7; 28%)  

Hand dip 
(5; 20%) 

 Clement Hand dip 
(9; 53%) 

Cloth 
drop (5; 
29%) 

Hand dip 
(1; 100%) 

 Hand dip 
(1; 100%) 

 

 Bussy Hand dip 
(9; 100%) 

 Hand dip 
(2; 100%) 

 Cloth 
retrieve 
(1; 100%) 

 

 Buffy Cloth dip 
(60; 85%) 

Hand dip 
(5; 7%) 

Cloth dip 
(14; 82%) 

Hand dip 
(2; 11%) 

Stick 
retrieve 
(6; 54%) 

Cloth dip 
/ Stick dip 
(2; 18%) 

 Roxy Hand dip 
(979; 
100%) 

 Stick dip 
(281; 
92%) 

Hand dip 
(11; 4%) 

Hand dip 
(2; 67%) 

Stick 
drop (1; 
33%) 

 ET Hand dip 
(26; 96%) 

Stick 
drop (1; 
4%) 

Hand dip 
(37; 52%) 

Stick dip 
(19; 
27%) 

Stick dip 
(13; 
37%) 

Hand dip 
(11; 31%) 

 Barbie Cloth 
drop (63; 
53%) 

Hand dip 
(37; 31%) 

Hand dip 
(7; 58%) 

Cloth dip 
(4; 33%) 

  

 Bruce Hand dip 
(664; 
92%) 

Cloth 
drop (25; 
3%)  

Cloth dip 
(29; 33%) 

Hand dip 
(25; 29%) 

Cloth 
retrieve 
(6; 43%) 

Stick 
retrieve 
(4; 29%) 

 Lods Hand dip 
(365; 
76%) 

Cloth 
drop (34; 
7%) 

Stick dip 
(5; 56%) 

Hand dip 
(3; 33%) 

Stick dip 
(28; 
80%) 

Stick 
drop (4; 
11%) 

Group 
4 

Commander Hand dip 
(42; 29%) 

Cloth dip 
(35; 24%) 

Paper dip 
(2; 50%) 

Cloth dip 
/ Stick 
retrieve 
(1; 25%) 

  



 Val Cloth dip 
(241; 
72%) 

Cloth 
drop (55; 
16%) 

Stick dip 
(52; 
54%) 

Cloth dip 
(30; 31%) 

Coconut 
husk dip / 
Coconut 
husk 
retrieve 
(1; 50%) 

 

 Nicky Cloth 
mouth 
drop 
(132; 
35%) 

Paper dip 
(51; 14%) 

Stick dip 
(63; 
79%) 

Cloth dip 
(9; 11%) 

Stick dip 
(32; 
94%) 

Stick 
retrieve / 
plastic 
wrapper 
dip (1; 
3%) 

 Sinkie Cloth dip 
(11; 85%) 

Cloth 
drop (2; 
15%) 

Stick dip 
(3; 75%) 

Stick 
drop (1; 
25%) 

Stick 
retrieve 
(1; 
100%) 

 

 Bobby Stick dip 
(4; 67%) 

Hand dip 
/ Stick 
drop (1; 
17%) 

Stick dip 
(6; 
100%) 

 Stick 
retrieve 
(1; 
100%) 

 

 Kit Hand dip 
(24; 73%) 

Cloth dip 
(4; 12%) 

Stick dip 
(73; 
61%) 

Hand dip 
(11; 9%) 

Stick dip 
(3; 
100%) 

 

 Jack Hand dip 
(94; 97%) 

Cloth dip 
/ Paper 
retrieve / 
Stick dip 
(1; 1%) 

Stick dip 
(2031; 
89%) 

Cloth dip 
(46; 2%) 

Stick dip 
(909; 
98%) 

Stick 
retrieve 
(5; 0.5%) 

 Kathy Hand dip 
(138; 
97%) 

Cloth dip 
(2; 1%) 

Stick dip 
(600; 
75%) 

Stick 
retrieval 
cloth (40; 
5%) 

Stick dip 
(20; 
80%) 

Stick 
retrieval 
fruit shell 
(2; 8%) 

 Kambo Cloth 
drop (64; 
45%) 

Cloth 
mouth 
drop (51; 
36%) 

Cloth dip 
(17; 
39%) 

Cloth 
retrieve 
(16; 36%) 

  

 Miracle Cloth 
mouth 
drop (20; 
34%) 

Hand dip 
(17; 29%) 

Stick dip 
(15; 
56%) 

Cloth dip 
(5; 19%) 

Stick dip 
(54; 
87%) 

Stick 
retrieve 
(4; 6%) 

 Kenny Hand dip 
(166; 
86%) 

Cloth 
drop (19; 
10%) 

Stick dip 
(127; 
80%) 

Hand dip 
(18; 11%) 

Stick dip 
(78; 
99%) 

Coconut 
husk dip 
(1; 1%) 

 Jewel Hand dip 
(95; 
100%) 

 Stick 
retrieve 
(5; 50%) 

Hand dip 
(4; 40%) 

  



 

 

Table S2: Tool-composite attempts in the ‘Narrow Restricted’ phase made using 

novel tool materials. Related to Tables 1 and 2. 

Individual Attempted technique 

(number of attempts) 

Latency (from beginning of  

‘Narrow Restricted’ phase)    

hh:mm:ss 

Success 

Jack Straw push and retrieve (x1) 00:03:45 Yes 

Jack Plastic wrapper push and 

retrieve (x2) 

00:37:22 No 

Jack Plastic wrapper retrieve (x3) 00:43:07 Yes 

(once) 

Miracle Straw push and retrieve (x1) 04:43:22 No 

Kathy Fruit shell retrieve (x2) 04:59:49 No 

 

  



Table S3: Chimpanzees’ interactions with the scaffolded solution of a stick and 

piece of cloth pre-inserted into the tube. Related to Tables 1 and 2. 

Individual Individual’s 
exposure to 
scaffolding 

Interaction with scaffolding 

Brian First 
exposure 

Pulls at end of cloth, which is protruding from top of 
tube. Does not interact with stick. 

 Second 
exposure 

Removes stick from tube (without cloth) and gets juice 
from it (stick retrieve technique). 

 Third 
exposure 

Removes stick from tube (without cloth). Unclear if he 
gets juice from it (stick retrieve technique). 

 Fourth 
exposure 

Pulls on stick to retrieve stick and cloth from tube, gets 
juice from both and then discards. 

Bruce First 
exposure 

Pulls at end of cloth, which is protruding from top of 
tube. Then pulls at stick but does not remove from tube. 
Finally pulls cloth off stick and discards it (without 
getting any juice). 

 

 

ET First 
exposure 

Manipulates stick inside tube but does not retrieve stick 
or cloth. Eventually removes stick from tube (without 
cloth) and gets juice from it (stick retrieve technique). 

 Second 
exposure 

Pulls on end of cloth to retrieve stick and cloth from 
tube, gets juice from both, then spends time detaching 
cloth from stick. 

 
  



Table S4: A summary of tool-use in a potential foraging context observed during 

eight hours of observational data collection in each group. Related to Tables 1 and 

2. 

Tool-use in display or self-grooming is not included. 

Group Tool 
material Action Instances 

observed 
Individuals 
performing  

Group 3 Stick Scratching ground 
 

1 Bruce 

 Stick Reaching under 
enclosure fence 
 

2 Bruce, ET 

Group 4 Stick Scratching ground 11 Bobby (10 
instances), 
Kenny (1 
instance) 
 

 Stick Reaching under 
enclosure fence 
 

2 Kenny 

 Stick Probing faeces 1 Nicky 
  



 
Figure S3: The emergence of tool composite techniques amongst six individuals in Group 4 in the 

Narrow and Narrow Restricted phases. Related to Tables 1 and 2.  

Successful and unsuccessful attempts at ‘retrieval’ and ‘push and retrieve’ techniques are shown 

across the 30 hours of testing following the emergence of such techniques. Potential observations 

by one individual of another attempting tool-composite techniques (instances in which the observer 

was within 5 metres of the task during an attempt) are represented by arrows connecting the 

observed session with the next tool composite technique attempted by the observer. All potential 

observations are represented, whether or not they preceded the observer’s first tool-composite 

attempt. Sessions in which the number of tool composite attempts exceeded 50 are labelled with 

the number of attempts.  
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Transparent Methods 

Ethical statement 

Ethical approval for this study was received from the University of St Andrews 

School of Psychology and Neuroscience Ethics Committee. In addition, the study 

was approved by the Chimfunshi Research Advisory Board. The research was 

carried out in accordance with the guidelines of the Association for the Study of 

Animal Behaviour. 

Subjects and study site 

Subjects were 22 chimpanzees housed in two separate groups (‘Group 3’ and 

‘Group 4’: see Table 1 for details) at the Chimfunshi Wildlife Orphanage (CWO) in 

northern Zambia. The groups are housed in 47 acre (Group 3) and 62 acre (Group 

4) forested enclosures. Chimpanzees in Groups 3 and 4 are able to hear the other 

group, and there is a stretch of fence line (approx. 3m) where it is possible for 

chimpanzees from the two groups to see one another (note that the artificial 

foraging task could not be observed by members of the other group). 

Chimpanzees at CWO sleep outside overnight, and come indoors for feeding once 

a day between 11:30 and 13:30. While CWO houses multiple groups with which it is 

possible to conduct research, the two groups in the current paper were selected 

due to their size (Group 3: N=10, with N=9 participating in the current study, 

Group 4: N=12), as it was judged that all group members would be able to have an 

opportunity to interact with the task, while other groups at CWO are much larger, 

increasing the likelihood of the task being monopolised by only a subset of the 

group. In addition, at the time of the study, the two groups in the current paper 

were the most consistent in all group members entering the indoor enclosure for 

feeding once a day, providing regular opportunities for keepers or RH to safely 



enter their outdoor enclosure to fit and adjust the task, and retrieve tool materials 

when necessary. 

Behavioural flexibility task - Apparatus 

Echoing the earlier studies of Lehner et al. (2011) and Harrison and Whiten (2018) 

two polycarbonate tubes provided the two stages of the task. The first (‘wide’) tube 

measured 30cm tall with a 10cm diameter, and the second (‘narrow’) tube 

measured 30cm tall with a 5cm diameter. These tubes were bolted to a mesh door 

attached to the chimpanzees’ indoor facility, facing out into their enclosure, and 

could be filled with diluted juice reward and emptied by the experimenter through 

the mesh. The task was presented in part of the enclosure where it was not 

possible for chimpanzees from either group to observe individuals from the other 

group.  

Alongside the tubes, chimpanzees were provided with a selection of tool materials 

comprising plain sticks, straw, leafy sticks (most frequently bamboo which grows 

throughout the sanctuary), strips of cloth, and strips of paper. These tool materials 

were dropped into the enclosure beside the apparatus at the start of each session. 

Sufficient amounts of each material were provided at the beginning of each session 

for all group members to use them if they chose; however, it was not possible to 

prevent chimpanzees from removing materials from the immediate testing area, 

though these remained within the chimpanzees’ enclosure. As fresh materials were 

provided at the start of each session, materials could also accumulate in the testing 

area across sessions. Chimpanzees could also use any materials found within their 

enclosure to attempt the task, and could also use food provided as part of their 

diet to attempt the task. The use of sugar cane as an absorbent material 

(specifically, the internal fibrous part of the cane, which could be chewed and was 

absorbent) occurred in both groups. This sugar cane was provided to chimpanzees 

by CWO staff as part of their regular diet.



Table S5. Transparent Methods: Demographic and Rearing Information of the 

Chimpanzees. 

Group 3 

(N = 10) 

 

  

Individual Sex Year of birth 

(age at time of 

testing) 

Age 

category* 

Mother (if 

present in 

group) 

Origin Rearing 

Brian M 1994 (21) Adult  Wild-born Hand-

raised 

Clement M 1993 (22) Adult  Wild-born Hand-

raised 

Bussy M 2004 (11) Subadult Barbie Captive-

born 

Mother (in 

group) 

Buffy F 1985 (30) Adult  Wild-born Hand-

raised 

Roxy F 1995 (20) Adult  Wild-born Hand-

raised 

ET F 1995 (20) Adult  Wild-born Hand-

raised 

Barbie F 1995 (20) Adult  Wild-born Hand-

raised 

Bruce M 2009 (5) Juvenile Barbie Captive-

born 

Mother (in 

group) 

Lods F 2010 (5) Juvenile Mother 

deceased 

Captive-

born 

Mother (in 

group) 

Brent F 2014 (1) Infant Barbie Captive-

born 

Mother (in 

group) 

*Age categories following Reynolds (2005), with behavioural characteristics considered in addition 

to age in years. Note that infant Brent was too young to participate in the current study. 

 



 

Group 4  

(N = 12) 

 

     

Individual Sex Year of birth (age 

at time of testing) 

Age 

category* 

Mother (if 

present in 

group) 

Origin Rearing 

Commander M 2001 (14) Adult  Wild-

born 

Hand-

raised 

Val M 2000 (15) Adult  Wild-

born 

Hand-

raised 

Nicky M 1991 (24) Adult  Wild-

born 

Hand-

raised 

Sinkie M 1994 (21) Adult  Wild-

born 

Hand-

raised 

Bobby M 1993 (22) Adult  Wild-

born 

Hand-

raised 

Kit M 2005 (10) Subadult Kambo Captive-

born 

Mother (in 

group) 

Jack M 2008 (7) Juvenile Mother 

deceased 

Captive-

born 

Mother (in 

group) 

Kathy F 1999 (16) Adult  Wild-

born 

Hand-

raised 

Kambo F 1996 (19) Adult  Wild-

born 

Hand-

raised 

Miracle F 2000 (15) Adult  Captive-

born 

Hand-

raised 

Kenny M 2011 (4) Infant Kambo Captive-

born 

Mother (in 

group) 

Jewel M 2013 (2) Infant Mother 

deceased  

Kathy (adoptive 

mother) 

Captive-

born 

Hand-

raised 

*Age categories following Reynolds (2005), with behavioural characteristics considered in addition 

to age in years 



Behavioural flexibility task - Procedure 

In the first stage of the study (‘Wide Tube’ phase), chimpanzees were provided with 

the wide tube, filled with diluted juice to a depth of around 7cm. This was 

presented alongside the aforementioned selection of tool materials. The apparatus 

remained fitted within the chimpanzees’ enclosure 24 hours a day during the 

testing period, but was filled with juice reward for only 10 hours of testing in total. 

Testing sessions lasted between one and three hours, and up to two sessions were 

held per day: in the morning prior to the chimpanzees’ indoor feeding at 11:30 and 

in the afternoon post-feeding after 13:30, when the chimpanzees were released 

back into their outdoor enclosure. Chimpanzees had access to the task within their 

enclosure as a group. The tube was refilled with reward by the experimenter during 

testing when the chimpanzees had emptied it, and was emptied of reward by the 

experimenter at the end of each testing session. 

In the second stage (‘Narrow Tube’ phase), only the narrow tube was presented, 

alongside the same selection of tool materials. The tube was filled with reward for 

20 hours of testing, again in sessions lasting between one and three hours. The 

narrow tube prevented chimpanzees from inserting their hands into the tube in 

order to solve the task. 

The third stage of testing differed for Groups 3 and 4, in response to the 

chimpanzees’ behaviour in the previous two stages. Group 4 had responded to the 

‘Narrow Tube’ phase with the use of innovative, tool-composite techniques, and so, 

as in Lehner et al. (2011), we removed tool materials which were being used 

successfully in order to test for further potential flexibility and technique 

modification. Group 4 was therefore provided with the narrow tube for a further 10 

hours, but was no longer provided with cloth or sugar cane (part of the 

chimpanzees’ diet provided occasionally by their keepers), two absorbent materials 



used successfully by the group as components of tool-composite techniques in the 

previous phase (this intervention formed the ‘Narrow Restricted’ phase).  

Group 3 had limited success in the ‘Narrow tube’ phase, and did not show 

extensive use of tool-composite techniques, so we provided scaffolding towards 

such a technique that had emerged in Group 4 in a manner similar to a previous 

study with zoo-housed chimpanzees (Harrison & Whiten, 2018). Group 3 was 

therefore provided with the narrow tube with a plain stick with a piece of cloth tied 

to the end inserted into the tube prior to the start of each session (this intervention 

formed the ‘Narrow Scaffolded’ phase). 

Behavioural flexibility task - data collection and coding 

Chimpanzees’ responses to the task were video recorded while the experimenter 

(RH) narrated chimpanzees’ actions as well as the identity and presence of other 

individuals in the task area. The video and narration were later coded together by 

RH. The identity, tool material choice, action and success of individuals attempting 

the task were coded for each attempt. The presence of other individuals at the task 

or in the task area, and their distance from the task, was also coded from RH’s 

narration for each attempt.  

Tool material and action were the two variables which indicated what technique an 

individual had used, and thus formed the basis for the analysis of behavioural 

flexibility. A second coder who was blind to the study hypotheses coded 632 

randomly selected attempts (approximately 5% of all attempts) for tool material 

and action. Inter-observer reliability was calculated using an unweighted Cohen’s 

Kappa, revealing good agreement for both variables (tool material K = 0.97, action 

K = 0.81). 

Techniques were classified as ‘Always Effective’ or ‘Initially Effective’ based upon 

their efficacy across the ‘Wide’ and ‘Narrow Tube’ phases. Techniques which 



involved inserting a hand into the tube were classified as ‘Initially Effective’, as 

while they could be used in the ‘Wide Tube’ phase, the width of the tube in the 

‘Narrow Tube’ phases prevented their use. 

Data analysis 

Data were analysed in R (version 3.2.2, R Core Team, 2013) and RStudio (version 

0.99.893, RStudio Team, 2015), using a generalised linear mixed model with a 

Laplace approximation (GLMM), via the function glmer in the R package lme4 

(Bates et al., 2012). The impact of predictor variables upon the number of ‘Always 

Effective’ vs ‘Initially Effective’ technique attempts in the ‘Wide Tube’ and ‘Narrow 

Tube’ phases was assessed. The full model contained fixed effects for all variables 

of interest: the effect of Phase (‘Wide Tube’ vs. ‘Narrow Tube’), Group (Group 3 vs 

Group 4), Sex (Male vs Female) and Age (scaled continuous variable) along with a 

random intercept and slope by Phase for each Individual (N=21), and was 

compared with a null model (containing only the random intercept and slope by 

Phase for each Individual). Both models were fitted using a binomial error structure 

due to the binary nature of the response variable (Effectiveness, with ‘Initially 

Effective’ attempts as the reference level) and a logit link function. The full model 

was assessed for stability by excluding individuals one at a time from the model 

and comparing the resulting parameter estimates with those obtained from using 

the entire data set. No influential cases were found to exist. See Figure S2 for 

illustration of model stability. Variance inflation factors were derived using the 

function vif in the R package car (Fox & Weisberg, 2019) and indicated no 

substantial collinearity between predictor variables (maximum VIF: 1.33). 

Data were plotted using the R package ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016) and cowplot 

(Wilke, 2019). Model predictions were generated using the R package ggeffects 

(Lüdecke, 2018). 



Social tolerance – Coding social behaviours during the behavioural flexibility task 

All video records from the task were coded by RH with a specific focus upon social 

interactions relevant to social tolerance. Behaviours assumed to be ‘positive’ and 

‘negative’ indicators of social tolerance were coded for. The behaviours coded for, 

along with their definitions, are provided in Table 2. A short review explaining the 

relevance of each behaviour to social tolerance is provided below. All individuals 

visible on these video records were included in the coding (i.e. interactions 

between individuals were coded whenever they were visible, not only when one 

individual was active at the task).  

For each of these social behaviours, the time of occurrence, identity of the 

individual active at the task (or occupying the space directly in front of the task), the 

identity of the second individual involved, the type of behaviour, the direction of 

the behaviour (eg. individual A displaces individual B; individual A scrounges from 

individual B), and the identity of the individual active at the task following the 

behaviour were recorded. In addition, notes described pertinent details of the 

behaviour (e.g. for episodes of peering, the technique being observed by the 

peering individual was noted; for tool transfers the transfer was described in detail). 

In addition, RH coded the video records to measure the amount of time each 

group spent at the task. This was a binary measure, recorded whenever at least one 

individual was present at the task (with ‘at the task’ meaning an individual was 

either sat at the mesh to which the task was attached, or visible sitting on the 

ground directly below the task). The measure of how long each group spent 

physically present at the task provides some context for the frequency of social 

behaviours observed, as such behaviours could only be recorded from this video 

record during times at which individuals were present at the task.  

 



Aggression at the task 

Aggression between individuals is likely to impede innovation (if the individual 

acting on the task is aggressively displaced by another chimpanzee), and may also 

impede the possibility of social learning (if the individual acting upon the task 

threatens or aggresses potential observers in order to maintain control of the task) 

(van Schaik, Deaner & Merrill, 1999). An artificial foraging task presents a 

monopolizable resource, potentially increasing the chance of aggressive conflict 

between individuals (Wittig & Boesch, 2003). Willingness to co-feed from a 

monopolizable food resource has been used as a measure of social tolerance, with 

bonobos (considered a more socially tolerant species) being more likely to co-feed 

than chimpanzees, and showing no aggression during co-feeding, while aggressive 

interactions were observed (though rarely) in chimpanzees (Hare et al., 2007; but 

see Jaeggi et al., 2010; Cronin, de Groot & Stevens, 2015). The ability to access an 

artificial foraging task with infrequent or limited aggression may lead to greater 

success (as individuals can perform the task uninterrupted), and may also indicate a 

level of social tolerance through the ability to co-feed at a monopolizable resource. 

Displacement 

Displacements, (also termed ‘approach-retreat’ or supplant interactions), are often 

used as a means of assessing dominance hierarchies in non-human animals (Silk et 

al., 2010; Sicotte, 2002; Alados & Escos, 1992; Boyd & Silk, 1983; Seyfarth, 1976; 

Rowell, 1974), with higher-ranking individuals more likely to succeed in displacing 

lower-ranking individuals. While it is the direction, symmetry, and response to 

displacements, rather than their frequency, that is often referred to in studies of 

social tolerance (e.g. Sapolsky & Share, 2004), van Schaik (2003) predicts that 

individuals in socially intolerant groups will be more likely to be displaced from a 

foraging bout, suppressing their opportunity to innovate. Similarly, Horner (2010) 

suggests that social tolerance facilitated chimpanzees’ close observation of 



demonstrators and subsequent acquisition of a novel tool-use behaviour (reported 

in Whiten, Horner & de Waal, 2005), as tolerance allowed observers to approach 

and observe without displacing the demonstrator. 

Concurrent action 

If individuals are sufficiently socially tolerant to share close proximity at a foraging 

site, the opportunity arises for concurrent action (defined in our study as two or 

more individuals acting upon the task at once, i.e. making simultaneous but 

separate attempts, or rapidly alternating attempts). This was possible due to the 

group testing situation, and due to the nature of the task, which was 

monopolizable but also amenable to concurrent action if individuals positioned 

themselves on either side of the tube. In a study conducted with the same groups 

of chimpanzees at CWO, Cronin et al. (2014) presented dyads of group-members 

with a task in which a tray containing food rewards hung within a mesh tower. By 

sitting on top of the tower and pulling on two chains, chimpanzees could lift the 

tray towards themselves and retrieve the reward. In order to have the opportunity 

to solve the task collaboratively, individuals would have to both occupy the 1m2 

panel on top of the tower, and their willingness to do this provides some idea of 

their ability to concurrently attempt to gain a food reward while in close spatial 

proximity to one another. Cronin et al. (2014b) found that individuals 

simultaneously occupied the tower for an average of 11.2% of sessions (or, 1.2 

minutes of each 10-minute session), and time spent together on the tower was 

positively correlated with a dyad’s proximity-based social network association 

index. Cronin et al. (2014b) also found that monopolization of the task was 

common, with 80% of sessions being entirely monopolized by one partner in a 

dyad. These results indicate that concurrent action at an artificial foraging task may 

be relatively rare, but the correlation between a dyad’s time spent together on the 

tower and association index based on free-roaming daily activities implies that a 



certain level of inter-individual tolerance is required in order for this to occur, which 

may make concurrent action a useful indicator of social tolerance. 

Coaction 

Coaction has been observed in experimental studies of chimpanzee social learning 

(Horner, Whiten, Flynn & de Waal, 2006; Horner, 2010), and in wild chimpanzees 

(McGrew, 1977; Sanz & Morgan, 2013) and captive capuchins (Westergaard & 

Fragaszy, 1987), and describes the situation in which an observer touches the tool 

or hand of an individual performing a behaviour (Visalberghi & Fragaszy, 1990). 

Fragaszy and Visalberghi (1990) suggest that coaction requires a high level of social 

tolerance, and it is thought to facilitate social learning.  

Peering 

For some primate species, peering (attentive, close-range observation) has been 

argued to be an important means of acquiring information socially, with wild infant 

orangutans peering more at their mother when she fed on less-familiar foods which 

required a greater complexity of processing (Schuppli et al., 2016). Infants then 

spent more time exploring foods that they had peered at their mother eating. 

Schuppli et al. (2016) also found that peering decreased as young orangutans 

became more competent (and so, required less social information). Along with a 

general reduction in peering behaviour, as juveniles aged, they began to direct a 

greater proportion of their peering towards individuals other than their mother, 

allowing them to acquire information beyond that which observing their mother 

could provide (Schuppli et al., 2016). Yamanashi et al. (2016) found that providing 

an artificial foraging task to captive chimpanzees elicited peering behaviour, 

particularly in an infant, who, like the wild orangutans studied by Schuppli et al. 

(2016), showed selectivity in his peering, tending to peer more at adults following 

his failed attempts than following successful attempts. Peering therefore appears to 



be a means, at least in part, of acquiring social information, and so may have 

allowed individuals to acquire new solutions to the task, improving performance. 

Peering may also be an indicator of social tolerance, as in order to peer closely at 

another’s actions, individuals must be in close proximity at the task.   

Tolerated scrounging 

McGrew and Feistner (1992) suggested that tolerated scrounging (the theft of food 

with little or no resistance from the owner) is the most common form of food 

sharing in chimpanzees, and primarily occurs between mother and offspring. In the 

wild, infant chimpanzees scrounge nut kernels, primarily from their mothers (Inoue-

Nakamura & Matsuzawa, 1997). Scrounging has also been argued to facilitate social 

learning (Caldwell & Whiten, 2003), with common marmosets that had the 

opportunity to scrounge from a demonstrator during an artificial foraging task 

more likely to acquire the demonstrated behaviour than those that were only able 

to observe and not scrounge. We interpret tolerated scrounging as a positive 

indicator of social tolerance, as it indicates individuals were in close proximity 

during a foraging bout, and demonstrates tolerance on the part of the individual 

that has produced the resource being scrounged (at least when this individual is the 

more dominant of the two, as in mother-offspring scrounging). It should be noted 

that other authors (Horner, 2010) have suggested that ‘excessive’ scrounging might 

discourage proficient individuals from performing a behaviour, and argue that 

social tolerance might be indexed by limited scrounging.  

Tool transfers 

Tool transfer is defined by Pruetz and Lindshield (2012) as “the exchange of a 

resource between one dyad within an uninterrupted feeding or foraging bout”. 

This definition does not require the transfer to be voluntary. Theft, passive and 

active transfers were all considered examples of tool transfer by Pruetz and 

Lindshield (2012), and transfers were further categorised by the extent to which 



they were actively initiated by the possessor of a tool (following Boesch and 

Boesch, 1989). Musgrave et al. (2020) split tool transfers into two types – requested 

and unrequested, and then categorise them by the possessor’s behaviour, ranging 

from prosocial ‘requested active’ or ‘unrequested proactive’ transfers, to 

‘requested passive’ or ‘unrequested tolerated taking’, to ‘requested hesitant’ or 

‘unrequested stealing’.  

Pruetz and Lindshield (2012) document ten cases of stick tool transfers amongst 

chimpanzees at Fongoli, Senegal. The authors suggest that there is a high 

incidence of both tool and food transfers at Fongoli, relative to other sites, and that 

this fits with expectations for a cohesive community, in which the average party size 

is more than 40% of the community (Pruetz & Bertolani, 2009). Tool transfers have 

also been documented in the Goualougo Triangle, Republic of Congo (Musgrave et 

al., 2016), primarily occurring between adult females and their immature offspring. 

The authors argue that these transfers constitute teaching, as the tool donors 

experienced a reduction in feeding events following the transfer, while recipients 

experienced an increase in feeding events following the transfer. A later study 

(Musgrave et al., 2020) compared transfer rates at Goualougo with Gombe, finding 

that transfers occur more frequently at Goualougo, and thus may be critical in 

supporting the use of complex tool sets at this site. Tool transfers may therefore be 

considered, along with peering, as a potential source of social information during a 

tool-based foraging bout. As Pruetz and Lindshield (2012) argue, tool transfers also 

indicate social tolerance between the donor and the recipient, and this may be why 

the majority of transfers observed by Musgrave et al. (2016; 2020) were between 

mother and offspring.  



Table S6. Transparent Methods: Social behaviours recorded at the task, with the 

definition followed during video coding. 

Behaviour Coding definition 

Aggression Agonistic behaviour directed at another individual. Included physical 
contact aggression (eg. biting or hitting) and displays or threats if 
clearly directed toward another individual. 

Displacement An individual retreats spatially within 5 seconds of another individual 
approaching. 

Co-action An individual touches the acting individual’s hand or part of a tool 
during use. 

Concurrent 
action 

Two or more individuals act upon the task at once (ie. making 
simultaneous but separate attempts, or rapidly alternating attempts) 

Peering An individual observes another for at least 5 seconds from a distance 
of less than 1 metre. The head movements of the peering individual 
follow the demonstrator’s actions.  

Scrounging An individual gets juice reward as a result of another’s action at the 
task (ie. the scrounger licks juice from the actor’s tool item or hand 
after the actor has attempted the task) 

In cases where juice was retrieved from a tool, this is distinct from 
tool transfer in that during scrounging, the tool remains in the 
possession of the original owner. 

Instances in which absorbent materials were discarded by their owner 
and taken by an observer are categorised as scrounging. 

Tool transfer The exchange of a tool between two individuals. This included 
transfers in which one individual took a tool item out of the hands of 
another chimpanzee, and in which transfer occurred mid-attempt 
(individual A inserts item into tube, individual B immediately takes 
over attempt with A’s inserted material). Instances in which an 
individual took an absorbent material that the owner had discarded 
are classed as scrounging.  

 



Supplementary descriptive results – social tolerance. Related to Table 4. 

Aggression at the task 

In both groups, aggression was a relatively unusual social interaction at the task in 

comparison to the other social behaviours recorded, and only nine instances of 

aggression were recorded across both groups. In all cases of aggression, juveniles 

and infants were the recipients of aggression. Males were the aggressors in eight of 

the nine instances. In five cases, the aggressor was not the individual active at the 

task prior to the aggression, and in four cases, the aggressor was the individual 

already active at the task, suggesting that aggression was used both in attempting 

to retain control of the task, and in attempting to take control of the task. 

Displacement 

Displacement was more frequent in Group 3 than Group 4, with displacements 

occurring more than once per hour (1.71 occurrences per hour) in Group 3, and 

nearly once an hour (0.95 occurrences per hour) in Group 4. Combining data from 

both Group 3 and Group 4, juveniles (53%, 22/41 occurrences), adult females 

(19.5%, 8/41 occurrences), and infants (14.6%, 6/41 occurrences) were the classes 

most frequently displaced from the task. Both adult males and adult females were 

observed displacing others, and adults were the most frequent initiators of 

displacement (39%, 16/41 adult male occurrences, 39%, 16/41 adult female 

occurrences).  

Concurrent action 

Concurrent action was observed in both groups, but was observed more frequently 

in Group 4 than Group 3 (occurring 1.05 times per hour in Group 4, and 0.41 times 

per hour in Group 3). Four of five instances of concurrent action in Group 3 were 

between a juvenile male and an unrelated adult female, with the fifth instance 



being between the juvenile male and his mother. These instances occurred during 

the ‘Wide Tube’ phase, and in all cases the individuals alternated hand or cloth 

dipping attempts. In Group 4 the majority of instances of concurrent action 

included a juvenile or infant as one of the partners (86.4%, 19/22 occurrences), but 

only six of 22 instances (27%) were a mother-offspring partnership.  

Coaction 

Coaction was observed more frequently in Group 4 than in Group 3. Only two 

instances were observed in Group 3, both between an adult female and her 

offspring. In both cases, the female’s infant and juvenile sons held either her hand 

or the cloth while she engaged in cloth dipping at the task. In Group 4, the majority 

of instances of coaction were between family members. In the majority of cases 

(84.6%, 11/13), the co-actor (the individual observing an attempt at the task) was an 

infant, and this meant that in the majority of cases the individual observing was 

younger than the individual acting on the task. In the majority of instances of 

coaction in Group 4, the observing individual touched or held a stick tool as the 

active individual attempted the task, with only one instance of coaction involving 

any other tool material. 

Peering 

Instances of peering were observed at a similar rate in both Group 3 and Group 4. 

In Group 3, only juveniles and infants were observed peering. These individuals 

most frequently peered at adult females (70.6%, 12/17 instances), but in only four 

of 17 instances (23.5%) was this peering towards family members. In Group 4, 20 of 

28 instances (71.4%) of peering were by juveniles or infants, and as in Group 3, 

peering occurred towards both family and non-family members (25%, 7/28 

instances of offspring towards mother, 10.7%, 3/28 instances between siblings, 

64.3%, 18/28 instances between unrelated individuals). 



Tolerated scrounging 

Scrounging (in the current study: instances in which an individual obtained juice as a 

result of another’s action at the task, either by licking the other’s hand or tool, or 

by taking discarded absorbent materials) occurred more frequently in Group 4 than 

in Group 3 (1.14 times per hour of observation vs 0.08 times per hour of 

observation). Scrounging was only observed once in Group 3, in an incident in 

which a juvenile male licked juice from his mother’s hand. In Group 4, 24 instances 

of scrounging were observed. The majority of these (58.3%, 14/24 cases) were 

instances in which one infant scrounged from his adoptive mother. Twenty-two of 

the 24 instances (91.6%) of scrounging observed in Group 4 were either juveniles or 

infants scrounging from older individuals, and in 18 of 24 cases (75%) the older 

individual was kin (16 mother-offspring, 2 siblings). In only two instances an older 

individual scrounged from a younger individual. 

Tool transfers 

In the current study, tool transfers were observed more frequently in Group 4 than 

Group 3 (0.33 incidents per hour of observation in Group 3 vs. 1.10 incidents per 

hour of observation in Group 4). Four tool transfers were observed in Group 3, and 

in three of these, a juvenile male was the recipient. The juvenile male took tools 

from both an unrelated adult female and his mother. The fourth instance of tool 

transfer in Group 3 was an adult female taking a stick from a juvenile female prior 

to beginning an attempt at the task.  

Twenty-three tool transfers were observed in Group 4. All of these events involved 

a non-adult individual (infant, juvenile or subadult) as either owner or recipient of 

the tool being transferred. Six instances were transfers between mother-offspring 

pairs, and in all six such cases the infant was the recipient of the tool. In addition, 

there were four sibling transfers, but in these cases the transfer was not always in 



the direction of the younger sibling, with a subadult male taking a tool from his 

infant brother on one occasion. 

Of the 23 tool transfers observed in Group 4, the majority (56.5%, 13/23) were 

between non-kin. These included four instances of infant males taking tools from 

unrelated adults (a male and a female). On three occasions, the same unrelated 

adult female took tools from the two infant males. This contrasts with Musgrave et 

al.’s (2016; 2020) findings in wild chimpanzees in the Goualougo Triangle, Republic 

of Congo, that the majority of tool transfers occur between mother-offspring dyads 

(with only 8 of 65 transfers reported in Musgrave et al., 2016, occurring between 

peers or from younger to older individuals). 

The participation of non-adult individuals in the tool transfers in Group 4, as either 

owner or recipient of the tool, suggests two types of transfer in this group. The first 

(34.8%, 8/23 instances) are those in which an older, more dominant individual takes 

a tool from a younger individual, and the second (65.2%, 15/23 instances) are those 

in which an older, more dominant individual tolerates the actions of a younger, 

subordinate individual (analogous to ‘tolerated taking’ in Musgrave et al.’s, 2020, 

classification scheme, though note that we did not code for whether a tool transfer 

was requested by the recipient, which is required to meet Musgrave et al.’s criteria 

for active transfer of tools). 

 

 

 

 

 



Supplementary Results: Technique repertoires. Related to Tables 1 and 2.  

Individuals varied in the number of techniques (as defined in Tables 1 and 2) that 

they attempted across the three phases of the study. Individual’s preferred 

techniques are shown in Supplementary Table S3. In Group 3, individuals used a 

mean of 4.11 techniques in the Wide tube phase (sd = 3.62, range = 1 – 11), 4.11 

techniques in the Narrow tube phase (sd = 3.66, range = 1 – 12), and 3.88 

techniques in the Narrow Scaffolded phase (sd = 2.30, range = 1 – 7). In Group 4, 

individuals used a mean of 5.17 techniques in the Wide tube phase (sd = 2.72, 

range = 1 – 11), 7.25 techniques in the Narrow tube phase (sd = 5.63, range = 1 – 

20) and 2.89 techniques in the Narrow Restricted phase (sd = 2.09, range = 1 – 7). 

Mann-Whitney U tests indicated no significant difference in repertoire size between 

the two groups in either the Wide (Mann–Whitney U = 37.5, n1 = 9, n2 = 12, P = 

0.25 two-tailed) or Narrow (Mann–Whitney U = 33, n1 = 9, n2 = 12, P = 0.14 two-

tailed) tube phases. Narrow Scaffolded and Narrow Restricted phases were not 

compared as the experimental methodology differed between groups at this stage. 

A linear model indicated no effect of repertoire size in the Wide tube phase upon 

an individual’s flexibility (the extent to which they increased their use of Always 

Effective techniques following the introduction of the Narrow tube) (F(1,19) = 0.52, 

p = 0.48). The percentage of attempts made using Always Effective techniques 

during the Wide tube phase also did not predict the extent to which individuals 

increased their use of Always Effective techniques in the Narrow tube phase 

(F(1,19) = 0.66, p = 0.42), indicating that individuals with experience of these 

techniques did not increase their use of them to a greater extent than those who 

had never used an Always Effective technique.  
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